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Despite renewed interest in providing analyses of the causes and
consequences of Australia's unemployment problem, little has been done to
establish the nature of the problem in rural Australia. This paper brings
together findings from a number of studies as a basis for the evaluation
of orthodox and radical accounts of the causes of rural unemployment in
Australia. Historically, employment opportunities in rural Australia have
varied with the fate of agricultural and mining operations. Agricultural
activities, in particular, have been characterised by boons and busts
relating to market fluctuations, climatic factors and government policy
decisions. Periodically, large proportions of farmers. have been forced to
leave the lando Many have subsequently provided labour power for manufacturing and service activities in the growing cities. However, in the
1890' s and the 1930' s not even the opportunity of moving to th'e cities
for work was open to the displaced farmers and farm workers.
In the 1970' s again, there has been a correspondence of rural and
urban unemploymento Non-metropolitan unemployment which stood at 35,000
persons in 1971 reached 103,000 ten years laterol Despite-generating
public works (under the McMahon initiated Non-Metropolitan Unemployment
Relief Scheme and Whitlam's Regional Employment Development Scheme),
unemployment continues to be a major social and econondc problem in rural
areas
0

FEATURES OF RURAL EMPLOYMENT IN AUSTRALIA
Recent an~lyses of unemployment in Australia indicate that there is
no discernable nation-wide pattern. Statistics from the relatively prosperous
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years 1961-71 reveal that in the states of New South Wales, Victoria and
Queensland levels of unemployment were significantly higher in non-metropolitan than in metropolitan areas.. HovJever, in South Australia" Western
Australia and Tasmania, the reverse was true. 2
At times of little overall unemployment in the economy metropolitan
areas have a higher proportion of frictional unemployment (the frictionally
unemployed are in the process of changing jobs), but non-metropolitan areas
show a higher degree of demand-deficiency unemploymento (Those unemployed
through demand-deficiency are those for whom there would be no work available
even if they changed their occupation.)3In times of economic recession
demand-deficiency unemployment continues to remain higher in the non-metropolitan than in the metropolitan areas.This is revealed in Table 10 The main
reason -fo.r unemployment by those interviewed in the non-metropolitan area5;(was
that there 'were simply lino-vacancies at alli! in their local districto
Official statistics disguise the degree of difficulty faced by those
seeking work in the non-metropolitan labour marketo
TABLE 1:

Main Difficulty in Finding Work by Place of Residence
July 1979

Main Difficulty in Finding Work

Location
State Capital
Cities
%

Other
%

OWn ill-health or handicap
Considered by employers to be
too young/too old
unsuitable hours

1502
4.3

Too far to travel/transport
problems
Lacked necessary education,
training skills

808

6.7

Insufficient work experience

9.2

603

No vacancies in line of work

1702

1601

No vacancies at all

2202

4203

Other difficulties

706

3 .. 2

No difficulties reported

403

302

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Persons Looking for Work,
July 1978, Australian Government Printer, Canberra,
March 1980, po 110

Country areas, because of their traditionally limited employment markets
are knovm to cont<?4.n large numbers of discouraged workers I particularly females
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Discouraged workers are those who would like to work but who have given up
the search because of the lack of opportunities in their local districto
Studies conducted during the economically buoyant years of the late 1960's
and early 1970's revealed that, in three separate country areas of New South
Wales, there was an 11-12% hidden unemployment rate among females. 4 A recent
study showed this figure to be about 28% for northern New South Waleso 5 The
latter study concluded that there was also considerable underemployment within
the existing femal~ workforce since a high proportion of women who worked
part-time indicated a willingness to undertake full-time employment should
it become available. In the Bathurst and Orange area, designated as a growth
centre in New South Wales, less than one-third of women desiring work had
actually registered with the Commonwealth Employment Serviceo 6
Allowing for the obvious understating of rural unemployment, it is
possible to use Commonwealth Employment Service (CoE.S.) statistics to show
the general trendo Table 2 indicates that unemployment in the "rural"
occupations (farming, farm labouring, shearing, managing of properties,
trapping, hunting, etco) has increased fourfold in the past ten years while
the number of job vacancies has decreased by halfo I,mportantly rural
unemployment has become worse each year despite the rural recovery in the
late 1970's and despite the fact that many farm workers who lose their jobs
register as labourers rather than as farmworkers so as to broaden their
possibili ties for employment. The "rural" category is, incidentally,one which
relates specifically to agricultural activities, and, while it is useful in
showing the general trend, is representative of only about 10% of unemployed
persons in non-metropolitan areas.
TABLE 2:

Rural Unemployment and Job Vacancies in Australia During
the Month of February 1972 - 1981 (February 1981 is the
most recent CoE.S. figure available at the time of writingo)

Year

Rural Unemployment

Job Vacancies

1981

15,185

1,874

1980

13,550

1,250

1979

13,091

2,393

1978

11,807

1,413

1977

9,528

1,721

1976

8,336

1,965

1975

8,315

2,510

1974

4,637

3,605

1973

3,800

3,742

1972

3,403

2,133

Source:

Commonwealth EmElo~ment Service, Monthly Review of
the Emplolment Situation (various issues)

One group of workers not identified in the table, but who are facing
constant employment difficulties, are the abattoir workers in country regionso
Country meatworks responded to good export markets and to the desire of
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farmers to reduce their herds during the recent drought by killing large
numbers of cattle. But with the rains during the Autumn and Winter of 1981,
farmers have been "breeding up", and the numbers of animals being offered
for slaughter has been reduced considerably. The live sheep trade has also
threatened jobs at abattoirs. The Bureau of Agricultural Economics has
forecast a 13% increase in the demand for live sheep exports during 1981,
and a 13% decrease in local slaughteringo 7 Union officials are blaming the
live sheep trade for many of the economic difficulties of rural abattoirs
and are forecasting that unemployment will grow in.those rural occupations
which "service" the sheep industry - shearing, meat processing and
packaging 8
0

Unemployment does not affect all rural areas in the same wayoVarious
"pockets" of unemployment can be readily identifiedo They tend to be areas
with a declining agricultural base (such as the North and South coasts
of New South Wales where dairy activities have receded during the past
decade), or those large country towns where young (post-school age)
populations combine with limited secondary industry (regional centres such
as Dubbo, Tarnworth, Wagga Wagga, Bendigo).9
It is acknowledged by most researchers that the rural labour force
has a lower level of skills, training, and general education than has the
metropolitan labour force. IO Hence, both opportunities for work, and job
mobility are limited in rural areas o Groups most affected in rural areas are
juniors, school leavers, aborigines and the slightly handicappedo 11 A recent
study of unemployment in Euroa , Victoria, revealed that there were few
full-time employment options for juniors and young school leavers, and many
of those who had work moved from one part-time job to anothero Ironically,
histories of part-time employment often become a barrier to 0 btaining fulltime work in the district at a later date 12
0

In regions dependent upon
agriculture there appears little
likelihood that natural resource
development will assist the
unemployedo The New South Wales
Department of Industrial Development
and Decentralisation believed that
where new rural jobs were being
created experienced personnel
would be brought into the regionso
There were no developments underway to relieve the high level of
female unemployment in the clerical
and administrative areas in rural
districts 13
0

Even in rural areas where
mining and large scale industrial
activities are occurring, there is
little likelihood of easing the
problem of unemployment among
females and junior males. In the
Hunter region of New South Wales
two-thirds of those seeking work
fell into these categories Yet
industrial and mining development,
capital-i~tensive in nature and
0

requiring an experienced, skilled workforce, bypasses both these groupso14
One writer has noted:
With proper manpower planning labour demand could have
been forecast two or three years ago and technical training
accelerated to cope with the boomo Instead, it has been left
to the market and, now that the market is being seen to fail,
immigration is turned to for an urgent solution. 15
The IIboomll, incidentally, has other implications for the rural
unemployed As the cost of housing rises in response to the influx of
workers in the construction sector and in response to purchases of land and
dwellings by large corporations, the unemployed and others on social welfare
benefits are finding it increasingly difficult to liveo As well, in the
Hunter region, welfare benefits and community services are being curtailed as
a result of federal government policyo 16
0

The rural poor, and in particular the aborigines, also puffer as
unemployment grows. One study revealed that aborigines constituted the 'hard
core of those in chronic poverty in rural areas,,;17 another found, not
surprisingly I that aborigines in rural areas received the lowest wages of any
workers in Australiao 18 At a time of full employment in the Australian economy
it was estimated that there was a 20% rate of unemployment among aboriginal
males in rural New South Wales. 19 In Wagga Wagga during 1980 the unemployment
rate among adult aborigines was put at 75%.20 Aborigines are often the
"last hired, first fired" and have obviously suffered greatly in recent times.
The Henderson poverty study revealed the close relationship between
poverty and Unemployment. The irregular work available to many agricultural
labourers and the lack of off-farm work ::opportuni ties for economically marginal
farmers results in hardship for the agricultural workforceo It was found, in
the early 1970's that 18.4% of farm and rural workers lived below the poverty
line, twice as many as in other low-income occupational groupso21
The restructuring of the Australian economy as foreign investment
proceeds virtually unimpeded is becoming a major cause for concern. Foreign
investmentJ.n our relatively cheap rural land has the effect of reducing
local ownership and driving up prices of agricultural land beyond productive
potentialo As The Land recently noted: "foreign investors are pricing the
farm out of the reach of the average Australian agriculturalist 0.0" 22 •
It claimed, for one area of New South Wales, "if landowners in the Gwydir
Valley were required to fly the flag of their country of origin, it would
look like the gathering of the United Nationso u23 The influx of foreign capital
may at first glance appear to be a healthy sign - jobs will be created in rural
towns to service the huge irrigation schemes and other agricultural projects
being commenced
The problem, however, is that the big farms are not labour
intensive. The small farmers (and their families )displaced as land is taken
over are not usually replaced by an equivalent number of rural workers. So,
by forcing the small "family" farms. into liquidation, the large, foreign
owned, capi tal intensive farms will be adding to the unemployment problem in
rural areas o And, there is concern that where farmers and farmworkers wish to
remain, they must join the workforce of the foreign corporations o The New South
Wales Minister for Agriculture has warned of the possible creation of a
IIpeasant class" of tenant farmers working for overseas landlords o The Minister
released figures showing that overseas investment in AUstralian rural land rose
from $9 million in 1976 to $69 million in 19800 Over the past four years a
0
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total of 1308 million hectares (equivalent to the area cropped to wheat in
Australia each year) has been purchased by foreignersc 24
In summary, the effect of continued unemployment in rural areas is to
prevent marginal farmers from obtaining off-farm work, to increase the extent
of poverty among low income rural workers, to disadvantage particular groups
such as youths and aborigines, to exacerbate the problem of hidden unemployment among females, and to further erode the economic and social base of
rural towns.
THE ORTHODOX PERSPECTIVE
The orthodox explanations of rural unemployment provided by
agricul tural economists and rural sociologists tend to be based upon an
uncritical acceptance of the forces of capital accumulationo Most accounts
have implicitly treated such forces as desirable and have thereby focused
upon the need for a adjustment I by those disadvantaged through the continued
growth of capi talismo
Increased mechanisation has meant that society requires fewer farms
and fewer farmers. Less labour time is required to achieve the same output,
so that farm labour-power can be t released I . Those far.mers. and their families
who are 'released' are regarded as having been the least efficient - offfarm migration is seen to be a natural and desirable outcome of the growth
of an efficient agriculture. As these least efficient farmers and their
families leave the land existing units expando This in turn, is seen to
promote the use of even more productive large scale machinery.
Those who leave the land and, in turn, many families in the country
towns which exist as service centres are supposed to migrate to urban areas o
The phenomenon of rural-to-urban migration, claimed to be one of the .most
profound social changes of the twentieth century,25 and recognised as being
concomitant with the processes of industrialisation and urbanisation, is
looked upon favourablyo In the UoS.Ao it is estimated that some 40 million
people have moved from rural to urban areas during the past 50 years and
farms are being abandoned at the rate of 100,000 per year026 In Australia,
31% of the population lived in rural areas in 1949 but this had dropped to
14% ~y 19710 27 Migration is seen to benefit members of the rural populationo
They move in response to 'rising aspirations' and a 'drastic departure from
,
the fatalism of the past • 28 As well, the country produces an 'excess natural
surplus' which must be absorbed by the city to overcome its 'vital deficit'
of needed workers. 29
Rural sociologists and agricultural economists have recognised that
there are ways in which the rural to urban flow of population is blockedo
Farmers may have low levels of training and may not have skills required for
urban work; the older farmers in particular may be reluctant to move if this
means retraining for another occupation; in some .instances the prospects of
off-farm work may not be known or fully understood by the farmeri some may
simply prefer a subsistence level income and the farming 'way of life' despite
advice that they should move .These factors create ,on the one hand, the
phenomenon of 'underemployment'o Unemployment, on the other hand, is seen to
be largely due to the inability of those displaced from farming or from rural
occupations to move to other areas in an effort to obtain work. What prevents
their movement? Such factors as low education levels, low job aspirations, lack
of achievement motivation, and a limited world view, have been proferred as
factors which act to stem the migration processo
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Clearly, the identification of personal characteristics as being
responsible for the problerrs of rural unemployment/underemploy~nt leads, to
solutions whichare based upon the need to change those characteristicso
The federally funded Education Programme for Unemployed Youth (E.P.UoYo)
ahd Community Youth Support Scheme (C.YoS.So) have been based upon the
assumption that the individual must change before the problems of
unemployment can be solved o Thus, training the unemployed to be more
presentable at Job interviews, correcting their grammar, improving their
mathematical ability and encouraging them to be better mannered are seen
to be appropriate responses when it is the behaviour or personality of
the individual which is to blame for his or her unemploymento
This approach is, of course, misleading: individual characteristics
rather than any underlying material reality (such as lack of work opportunities)
are seen to cause the problemo That such views and such schemes can be
tolerated in periods when, in some country towns,up to 30 or 40 people are
unemployed for each available job vacancy, is an indication of the degree
to which the public has been misled by the government and the media, over
the issue of unemployment.
There is, as might be expected, support for the government's schemes
from both employers, who benefit from a better trained and disciplined labour
force, and from public officials involved in the various programmes. It is
claimed in one country town that the E.PoUoYo Scheme has had a success rate in
excess of 50%: that is, of all those graduating from the course over half
have found work. 30 While this may sound'impressive and helps to legitimise
both the scheme and the idea that the unemployment problem lies with
unmotivated youths not prepared to improve themselves for entry into the
workforce, it is important to note that the policy of the local CoE.S. office
is to give first offers of jobs to those who have completed the E.P.U.Y. course.
It does not take much imagination to consider the degree of social control
which could be enforced by a government requiring that future CoEoS. applicants receive 'appropriate training' before being advised of job opportunities.
Even when it is acknowledged
that there is a deficiency of
jobs in ur~an as well as rural
areas and hence no point in
encouraging rural-urban migration,
proposals by bourgeois academics
usually go no further than to
suggest more government aid to
private enterprises (ioe.
decentralisation assistance), or
the introduction of stop-gap
measures (such as unemployment
relief schemes) •
It is adjustment assistance
which is afforded particular
attentiono From December 1976 to
July 1977, for example, a sum of
$3 6 million in repayable loans
and other assistance was provided
to some 19,000 applic:ants from
farms around Australia under
various rural adjustment schemeso 31
0
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For those not as privileged as the farmers, the National Employ.ment and
Training (N.E.AoT.) Scheme and Special Youth Employnent Training Programme
(SoY.E.ToP.) were also available in rural areas. But because these
programmes fail to deal with those forces which operate in capitalist society
to create unemployment, they fail also to solve the problemo
The rural media, in reporting the views of conservative theorists,
provides analyses at the level of ap<pearances o Unemployment seems to be caused
by one or more of the unrealistic job aspirations o£ school leavers, high
dole payments, the inappropriateness of modern education, the attitudes of
the unemployed toward work, the excessively high wages of youth labour, and,
as a convenient scapegoat where all else fails, women in the work force 32 The
nature of the capitalist economic system is outside the scope of analysis.
0

Clearly the orthodox analysis fails to isolate the reasons for the
continued problem of rural unemployment. The problem is dealt with at a
superficial levelo Consequently, the unemplQyment programmes and other
measures adopted by governments deal with effects rather than causeso
THE RADICAL PERSPECTIVE
A radical analysis of rural unemployment takes, as its starting point,
the historical development of social relations focusing, therefore, upon
conflicts and contradictions in the course of change.
Marx, during various periods of his lifetime, concerned himself with
the proletarianisation of the Eruopean peasantry, particularly the dismantling of peasant forms of production and their replacement with capitalist
production relations. However, in Australia, even in the very early period
of development a peasantry did not become establishedo 33 Rather, Australian
agriculture has been characterised by what Karl Kautsky once descrited as
the "two basic characteristics" of corrunercial farming - individual ownership
of the-.larid,and the production oBf commodities for exchangeo It is the change
in capitalist social relations themselves which must be examined in a study
of Australian agriculture.
As agriculture developed in Australia, the 'owner-operator) model of
farming became prominent. Variation of this :rnodel did of course occur, but
in general terms family labour supplemented with that of seasonal workers
and perhaps one or two hired hands provided the basis of agricultural productiono
Farmers, as small capitalists, have traditionally worked with limited labour
and capital in a competitive marketo Their needs are threefold - to maximise
returns to their own (and employees I) labour, to minimise costs wherever
possible, and to expand output as a means of increasing returns to invested
capital (thereby improving the competitive position and long term viability
of the farm). Their ideological support can be described as conservative
radicalism" 35
At times when markets have improved and input costs have been held
down farmers and graziers have enjoyed a position of relative economic comforto
The opportunity has existed,particularly in areas where shearing or grain
handling is a major activity, for hired rural workers to struggle successfully for higher 1ilages. lured rural workers have become increasingly costly
to employ. Farmers have responded by pressing successfully for legislation
to have agricultural wage levels kept below average minimum wage rates, and,
as an on-farm response, have displaced labour with machinery1 wherever possible.
They have also resorted to more obvious forms o£ class action (demonstrations
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in Canberra, union bashing and strike breaking) , when these have suited
their purpose .36
Today's farmers are caught in a cost/price squeeze where input
costs have been increasing at a greater rate than returns to production.
(In the period from 1964 to 1979 farm returns increased by 113% but farm
costs, for the same period, rose by 235%.) 3 7 Their responses have been to
shed labour, to increase the scale of farm operations and to pressure
governments for concessions and al1owanceso Most of the latter gains
disadvantage the working class since it is their taxes which pay for the
subsidies, bounties, machinery provisions and tax allowances obtained by
the farmers. Where two-price schemes, m:mopoly boards, market discrimination tactics and output controls are imposed by governments, the working
class usually pays again as a result of the necessarily inflated prices of
food and fibre.
Notwithstanding that farmers h:q.ve commonly regarded workers as the
enemy, it is important to acknowledge the uneasy relationship between the
farming industry and manufacturing industryo While manufacturers have
aided farming by the development of machinery, equipment and chemical inputs
(herbicides, pesticides, weedicides),thereby helping to ensure sh6rtterm productivity gains,38 the heavy protection afforded the manufacturers
has added to the input-cost problem of farmerso Increased agricultural
productivity obtained in large part through the use of high-cost machinery,
has resulted in a growing proportion of the agricultural surplus being
absorbed by Australian manufacturingo And farmers have had little choice
but to adopt the new, improved machinery and chemicals, since their economic
livelihood depends upon successful competition with other farmers who
themselves adopt the most profitable manufactured, 'package'.
Furthermore agribusiness is growing in importance. Up until now,
individual farmers have been able to make sui table adjustments concerning
what is produced, how it is produced and to what market they sell. However,
many farmers are e,ffecti vely being proletarianised. They are facing
increasing pressures to contract with agricultural processing firms.
Contract farming represents an important stage in dismembering Australia 1 s
traditional rural petty bourgeoisie: agribusiness represents the penetration
of monopoly capital into agriculture. It will mean -an aecelerated -displacement of
labour from farms and rural towns,39 something which we-noted is already,occuring
in N.SoWo There is nothing 'natural', according to Marxist theory, about the
displacement of labour from agriculture. The logic of capital accumulation
has demanded the progressive displacement of farmers and now de.mands
their effective proletarianisation.
There are two important groups of unemployed agricultural workers_
~e first Marx called the latent relative surplus population. This group

lS composed of farm workers and dispossessed farmers and theirfamilies,the landless farmers. In rural areas there also exists a stagnant relative
surplus popu~a~ion w~ich includes migratory farm labourers, depressed ethnic
groups (aborlglnes, In the case of rural Australia) and other marginal workers
whose employment is irregular or casualo This group is recognised by low
workforce participation rates, underemployment, and a subsistence level
. t
40
.
eXlS ence.
Whlle the latent workers form the bulk of the reserve army
of the une~ployed and can, in periods of capital expansion, move to alternative
wo~k locatlons, the stagnant relative surplus population is usually blockedo
Thls latter group forms the bulk of 'those identified in the Henderson poverty study
as being in 'chronic' poverty Those in chronic pnverty in rural areas include
0
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not only the aborigines and older displaced farm workers, but 'pensioners,
invalids, the periodically sick, widows and widowers, and deserted wives
0.. the immobile remnants trapped in previous outbreaks of periodic
poverty I • 41
One of the primary insights of the Marxist analysis of rural
unemployment is that the problem arises because of the structure and
development of the capitalist system and of capitalist relations of
production. For Marxists the cause of unemployment is not seen to lie with
the individualo Agricultural unemployment and subsequent migration is enforced.
That people are generally forced to leave country areas rather than choosing
to do so is-indicated by a number of Australian studies. Salmon and Western
in a study of rural Victoria noted that 'analysis of population trends
demonstrates a substantial rural-urban migration pattern, and yet the idea of
moving to urban areas is seen in a negative lighto The country resident does
not want to move to the city
He
sees the city as too fast, noisy, overcrowded, unfriendly, impersonal, polluted and unsafe, and yet he is very
often forced to migrate. ,42 In a study of youths they found that over 60%
had to move to cities to obtain employment, apprenticeships or post-secondary
education. 43 In a Queensland study 64% of school leavers from one rural area
listed work and education related factors as the reason for migrating from
the district o Of the adults migrating the vast majority also detailed
economic reasons (employment, job training and educa±ion) for leaving. 44 In
a survey of 9,000 high school students in 50 non-metropolitan areas of NoSoWo
it was revealed tht some 57 96 wished to remain in their home towns but expected
they would have to move to secure work. 45 In a local survey it was found that
60% of Wagga1s school leavers preferred to remain in town. 46 It appears that
despite their preference for country living, the 'latent' workers must of
necessity migrate from rural areas in an effort to secure work, training,
or education. More revealing are the results of a recent study conducted
throughout NoS.W. It was found that 51% of those surveyed in Sydney would
0
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have preferred to live in a smaller city or in the country.47 Of those
surveyed in country areas only 14% wanted to live in a city, 86%
preferrin~ to remain in the country or on the lando 48
Sydney was described
in 1972 as 'a social phenomenon which is beyond human scale,.49
Clearly, the concentration and centralisation of capital is not in
response to the needs of a .majority of citizens. The growth of capitalism,
which has embodied state assistance in the accumulation process, has meant
the continued displacement of agricultural labour, the formation of a
'latent' workforce in rural districts, and the eventual movement of this
workforce in periods of capital expan-~ion to areas where it is profitable
for capital to locate. Where the latent surplus population is unable to
move it 'stagnates', creating pockets of rural povertyo The state must,
however, maintain its legitimacy.. Consequently, it may talk of the need
for decentralisation and ma~. in some instances initiate schemes desigRed
to attract industry to rural areas o But the state will rarely direct capital
movement for fear that it will interrupt and dislocate the forces of
capital accumulation.
The changes occurring in agriculture and the associated increase in
urbanisation are to bhe benefit of a few and are enforced on the many ..
Decreasingly will the traditional owner-operators be among the beneficiaries.
Especially during periods of general recession, the latent relative surplus
population becomes actually unemployedo
The capitalist state should not be expected to ameloriate the changes,
although it may seek to legitimate them. 50 Only in a planned society which
recognises the need for decentralised industrial acti vi ty and promotes the
elimination of the divisions and antagonisms between city and country51
is the problem of rural unemployment likely to be solvedo
CONCLUSION
The orthodox approach to the problem of rural unemploy.ment has three
major deficiencies o First, in looking at the personal characteristics of
those unemployed it leads the analysis away from an investigation of production
relations under capi talismo It 'blames the victim' and at the same time
mystifies the capital accumulation processo Second, it is a-historical
Third, it accepts the existing forces and processes of change as inevitable.
0

Recommendations are made in terms of the need for 'adjustment' into
the urban labour force of those unable to gain employ.ment in rural areas
Technological change is viewed deterministicallyo Technological change in
agriculture is inevitable and beneficial: those displaced have only
themselves to blame if they fail to retrain for new positions in the dynamic
economy in which they live.
0

Unlike the orthodo.x analysis., the radical approach does not consider
the personal behaviour and training of rural dwellers to be important causes
of rural unemploymento Nor are technological improvements in agriculture in and of
themselves responsible for unemployment in rural areas. They~e part of a wider
change in social relations o The course of change in agriculture involves the
displacement of farm workers, the continued concentration and centralisation
of capital in agriculture and the demise of rural townso There is no mechanism
which operates to ensure that fall in the demand for rural labour will be
balanced by the creation of job opportunities in other sectorso Unemployment,
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proletarianisation and rural-urban migration are enforced phenomena;
and they are enforced by a logic that does not necessarily compensate
for them.
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